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In this paper, the generalized q-Bessel function, which is a generalization of the
known q-Bessel functions of kinds 1, 2, 3, and the new q-analogy of the modiﬁed
Bessel function presented in (Mansour and Al-Shomarani in J. Comput. Anal. Appl.
15(4):655-664, 2013) is introduced. We deduced its generating function, recurrence
relations and q-diﬀerence equation, which gives us the diﬀerential equation of each
of the Bessel function and the modiﬁed Bessel function when q tends to 1. Finally, the
quantum algebra E2(q) and its representations presented an algebraic derivation for
the generating function of the generalized q-Bessel function.
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1 Introduction
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, where a,ai’s,q ∈R such that  < q < .









with α ∈ R has been considered in []. Consequently, in the limit when q → , we have
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where [n]q! = (q;q)n(–q)n . The relation between these two notations is given by













which satisﬁes the functional relation []













where the Jackson q-diﬀerence operator Dq is deﬁned by []
Dqf (x) =
f (x) – f (qx)
( – q)x ()





= f (qx)Dqg(x) + g(x)Dqf (x).














The q-Bessel functions of kinds ,  and  are deﬁned by []
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where rϕs is the basic hypergeometric function []
rϕs
(
a, . . . ,ar
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The functions J (i)n (x;q), i = , , are q-analogues of the Bessel function, and the function
J ()n (x;q) is a q-analogue of the modiﬁed Bessel function.
Rogov [, ] introduced generalized modiﬁed q-Bessel functions, similarly to the classi-





















 for i = ,
 for i = ,
 for i = .
Recently, Mansour and et al. [] studied the following q-Bessel function:













which is a q-analogy of the modiﬁed Bessel function.
In this paper, we deﬁne the generalized q-Bessel function and study some of its prop-
erties. Also, in analogy with the ordinary Lie theory [, ], we derive algebraically the
generating function of the generalized q-Bessel function.
2 The generalized q-Bessel function and its generating function











which converges absolutely for all x when a ∈ Z+ and for |x| <  if a = .
As special cases of Jn(x,a;q), we get
J ()n (x;q) = Jn(x, ;q),
J ()n (x;q) = Jn(x, ;q),
J ()n (x;q) = Jn(x, ;q),
J ()n (x;q) = Jn(x, ;q).
Lemma . The function Jn(x,a;q) is a q-analogy of each of the Bessel function and the
modiﬁed Bessel function.



























































= In(x); a = , , , . . . , ()
where Jn(x) is the Bessel function and In(x) is the modiﬁed Bessel function. 
Lemma . The function Jn(x,a;q) satisﬁes
J–n(x,a;q) = (–)n(a+)Jn(x,a;q), n ∈ Z. ()
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Lemma . The function Jn(x,a;q) satisﬁes the relation
Jn(–x,a;q) = (–)nJn(x,a;q), n ∈ Z, ()
and hence it is even (or odd) function if the integer n is even (or odd).
Now we will deduce the generating function of the generalized q-Bessel function
Jn(x,a;q).
Theorem  The generating function g(x, t,a;q) of the function Jn(x,a;q) is given by






































































where (q,q)r–n = (q;q)–n(q–n+;q)r for n≤ . Then
cn = (–)–n(a+)q
an
 J–n(x,a;q) = q
an
 Jn(x,a;q).
Similarly, for n≥ . 
As special cases of gn(x, t,a;q), we obtain

















which is a generating function of the q-Bessel function J ()n (x;q) [],
gn
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which is a generating function of the q-Bessel function J ()n (x;q) [],













which is a generating function of the q-Bessel function J ()n (x;q) and













which is a generating function of the q-Bessel function J ()n (x;q) [].
3 The q-difference equation of the function Jn(x,a;q)
Now the generating functionmethod [] will be used to deduce the q-diﬀerence equation


















 Jn(xh,a;q)tn; h ∈R – {}. ()
By applying the operator Dq, we get
(–)a+q a h

































Using equation (), we obtain
(–)a+q a + a (n+ )+ n+
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(–)k(a+)q ak (k+n–)(qn+k ;q)∞
(q;q)k
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= q n– Jn–(xh,a;q) –




























Equations () and () give the relation
q +n Jn+(




















where the operator δq is given by δqf (x) = f (
√qx).







q n δq – 
]}
, ()
then we can rewrite equation () by the formula
Mn,qJn(xh,a;q) =
(–)a+hq (a+)(n+)
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q –n δq – 
]}
, ()
then we can rewrite equation () by the formula
Nn,qJn(xh,a;q) =
hq (a+)(–n)





Hence, the q-diﬀerence equation of the function Jn(x,a;q) takes the formula
Mn–,qNn,qJn(xh,a;q) =
(–)a+q a+ h



























y = . ()
The diﬀerential equation () gives the Bessel function at a = , , , . . . and the modiﬁed
Bessel function at a = , , , . . . , which proves again that Jn(x,a;q) is a q-analogy of each
of them.
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Now, if we replace a by a +  in the recurrence relation (), we get the recurrence
relation (). Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma . The two functions Jn(x,a;q) and Jn(x,a + ;q) have the same recurrence rela-
tion.
Then we have two cases of the recurrence relation.







Jn+(x,a;q) – qn+Jn+(x,a;q); ∀a = , , , . . . , ()
which is the recurrence relation of each of J ()n (x;q) and J ()n (x;q).









– q n x
]
Jn+(x,a;q)
+ qn+/Jn+(x,a;q); ∀a = , , , . . . , ()
which is the recurrence relation of each of J ()n (x;q) and J ()n (x;q).
5 The quantum algebra approach to Jn(x,a;q)
The quantum algebra Eq() is determined by generators H , E+ and E– with the commuta-
tion relations
[H ,E+] = E+, [H ,E–] = –E–, [E–,E+] = . ()
By considering the irreducible representations (ω) of Eq() characterized by ω ∈ C, then
the spectrumof the operatorH will be the set of integersZ, and the basis vectors fm,m ∈ Z,
satisfy
E±fm = ωfm±, Hfm =mfm, E+E–fm = ωfm, ()
where C = E+E– is the Casimir operator which commutes with the generators H , E+
and E–. The following diﬀerential operators presented a simple realization of (ω)
H = z ddz , E+ = ωz, E– =
ω
z ()
acting on the space of all linear combinations of the functions zm, z a complex variable,
m ∈ Z, with basis vectors fm(z) = zm.
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In the ordinary Lie theory, matrix elements Tsm of the complex motion group in the




Tsm(α,β , τ )fs. ()
If we replace the mapping ex by the mapping Eq(x,a/) from the Lie algebra to the Lie
group with putting τ =  in equation (), we can use the model () to ﬁnd the following










































q a [(r)+(m+r–s )]
(q;q)r(q;q)m+r–s
ωm+r–sαrβm+r–szs
and by equating the coeﬃcient of zs form≥ s on both sides, we get
Tsm(α,β) =









)r , m≥ s













(–)a+αβ > ;m≥ s













(–)a+αβ > ;m≥ s,

















(–)a+αβ > ; s≥m.
















(–)a+αβ > , ()
which is valid for allm, s ∈ Z. Then we get the following result.































where (–)a+αβ > .
As special cases:
Considering () with a = , α = –β = , z = t and ω = x , we obtain the relation ().
Considering () with a = , α = –β = , z = t√q and ω =
√qx
 , we obtain the relation ().
Considering () with a = , α = β = , z = t and ω = 
√qx
 , we obtain the relation ().
Considering () with a = , α = β = , z = t and ω = q/x , we obtain the relation ().
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